
S P A Z I O  N E C E S S A R I O

You get bigger when 
you are 10 years old.

“SPAZIO NECESSARIO”

Celebrating Lombardini22 first 10 years of growth and success.

A party to welcome the future, added value and trust, which will be 

generated all the time in every project and every meeting.

We will be celebrating the Lombardini22 Group’s first 10 years in business on 

Thursday, 6th April, during the Milano Design Week. It will be a memorable 

occasion, when we will also be officially opening the new extension to the 

firm: a “Spazio Necessario” catering for movement, development and 

growth.

Over these 10 years, Lombardini22 has developed a carefully structured 

growth and acquisition strategy, which has made it the third biggest 

architectural design company in Italy. This exciting growth over the last few 

years has resulted in the doubling of both our turnover and the number of 

professionals we employ.
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Lombardini22 has always chosen to stay together, side by side, under 

the same roof at the same address. Strengthening its own identity, so 

deeply entrenched in the Milan area, and reinforcing those fundamental 

values characterising the firm: transparency and respect, teamwork, 

business relations with clients, quality, curiosity, and the quest for value. 

All this is embodied and made visible by this physical space. It is working 

partnerships and a wealth of different business relations that add such value 

to Lombardini22’s work. This has resulted in the creation of an inclusive and 

open group, experienced and naive, which generates energy, collective 

intelligence and curiosity. The group really works, it attracts by its very 

nature, people are drawn to and unite around it.

“A need for more space has arisen”, so the president Paolo Facchini 

explains. “The physical space in which the group works together - which is 

favoured in preference to virtual space - has always been the distinguishing 

trait of our identity: frugal spaces, blank boxes to be inhabited and lived in. 

It is we who fill them”.

Franco Guidi, the Group’s managing director, remembers the claim that 

was made at the very beginning: “Lombardini22, Italian architecture’s new 

address. It was the beginning of 2007. 10 years later we are still making 

this claim. In fact, we are claiming even more. The address is the same, but 

it is being doubled in size by a new necessary space (Spazio Necessario)”.

Necessary space for growth. Necessary space for personalities and how 

they are expressed, for the multi-designer architecture the firm creates.

Lombardini22 has seven partners, lots of seniors and lots of juniors. 

Everybody, starting with the partners, has their own strong, distinctive 

and creative personality and uses their own languages to express different 

thoughts: this great asset comes from common values and a shared vision. 

Strong personalities need space to develop. Necessary space for young 

people, who are now looking for a wide, open community that leaves them 

free to comment, look around, understand, get excited and either choose 

this firm or look for another.

Necessary space for innovation, for everything that will allow us to keep 

competitive on the market. Necessary space for culture and art, for 

reminding ourselves that we are not alone, that there is always someone 

ahead of us, who sees things in an even more distinctive way. 
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Necessary space for internationalisation: our model does not focus on 

opening new offices, but on bringing different cultures into our own space 

to convey our style as authentically and meaningfully as possible. One day, 

in various ways, the seeds we have sewn will sprout in foreign lands as 

ambassadors of the model they have learnt: Italian, authentic, with strong 

roots and plenty of quality.

SPAZIO NECESSARIO

Thursday, 6th April, from 19:00 onwards

Via Lombardini 22

20143 Milan 

Art installation:

Spazio Necessario and Linee di Costruzione Lines by Massimo Uberti

Live Painting:

Ivan Tresoldi
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“Spazio Necessario” is officially launching the 2017 cultural project “Value 

Added: create value and generate trust” involving meetings, events, and 

design methods.


